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Casper Spellings, The Animal Kid

Casper Spellings was a kid unlike any other kid. He had a pet Animal noun that liked to sleep in NOUN

PLACE, a Animal noun named PERSON, the tiniest Animal noun you've ever seen, and a big, lazy

Animal noun that ate clothing noun NOUN for breakfast.

Yes, Casper Spellings was what we call an animal person. In fact, he was SO much an animal person that he

wore CLOTHING clothing noun with Animal noun on them, clothing noun NOUN with

Animal noun on them, and clothing noun NOUN with Animal noun on them.

Whenever Casper went walking by, people stopped and stared. PROPER Proper person noun NOUN would

say, "There goes the animal boy!" PROPER Proper person noun NOUN would say, "Oh, look, it's Casper the

Cat, Koala, Kangaroo, and every other animal lover!

Casper didn't mind. He loved animals and he didn't mind everyone know it. That is, until he got to second grade

at PROPER SCHOOL place noun . His classmates there decided that it wasn't cool to love animals so

much. So, they made fun of him.

Casper felt sad. He hid beside THING Noun , underneath THING Noun , and even in PLACE

NOUN.



But nothing made him feel better. Then, one day, he had an idea.

The next day, there were colorful invitations on everyone's desks, even Proper person noun PERSON and

Proper person noun PERSON's desks, the meanest kids in the class. They opened there envelopes carefully.

They had been invited for a special show at place noun PLACE the next day at 4pm! What could it mean?

The next day at 4pm all the kids from the third grade class gathered at the chosen spot. All they could see was a

large red and white striped tent. Suddenly, Casper appeared, dressed in all in black, even his clothing noun

NOUN and clothing noun NOUN were black!

"Let the circus begin!" Casper yelled! The third graders watched in amazement as Casper led all his pets out

from the tent. They watched for two hours as the animals performed different tricks and stunts. The kids were

speechless.

After the day at the Casper's circus, no one ever made fun of Casper again for loving animals. In fact, they loved

animals now, too.
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